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“The best way to

predict the future
is to

design it”
- Buckminster Fuller

“What is to

see
”
is to believe

Introduction
Sun Infrastructure is a specialist 3D Visualisation company for the Infrastructure and Engineering Design Solutions. We produce
state-of-the-art ultra-realistic 3D virtual reality through the utilization of digital technology to the highest level of details, having the ability to tell
a story with no words.
Sun Infrastructure is a highly experienced specialist group or Engineers, Architects, Urban Designers and 3D Artists with extraordinary
capability of converting complex ideas and two-dimensional plans into stunning three-dimensional environments that offers decision
makers, design engineers and general public a unique insight into infrastructure operations even before the project is implemented.
We are one of the leading company that offers expert 3D Visualisation services to infrastructure sectors like transportation, construction,
tourism, energy, oil and gas, defence and technical education from our strategically located studios and production centres in India, Qatar
and UAE.

“A journey of a

thousand

miles

begins with a single

step”

- Lao Tse

Expressways
One of the greatest challenges the highway/expressway community faces is providing safe and efficient transportation service that
conserves, and even enhances the environmental, scenic, historic, and community resources that are vital to our way of life.
At Sun Infrastructure we always consider these important factors as a backbone of our 3D Visualisation services that help give a community
its identity and a source of local pride.

“The effective execution of a

plan is what

counts

and not just mere planning”
- J. R. D Tata

Interchanges
Highway engineers address numerous challenges when planning the elaborate interchanges needed in densely populated urban areas.
With a greater understanding of the importance of planning, designing, constructing and operating sustainable infrastructure, the highway
design and construction industry endeavours to develop new methods to reduce adverse environmental impacts and conserve natural
resources. The complexity of transportation design requires the designer to make fundamental trade-off decisions that balance competing
considerations. Using state of the art three dimensional solutions Sun Infrastructure offers a unique insight for design engineers and decision
makers regarding the feasibility of complex design solutions and builds confidence for all stake holders.

“Sustainabillty’s Goal

is to

create

possibilities

not to limit Options”

Urban Roads
In most urban regions in the developing world, a major concern of transport policy is to contribute to a significantly more sustainable and
environment friendly urban spaces. One of the main concern, is seeking for solutions for the transport systems that are able to make walking,
cycling public/private transport sustainable for our present and future generations. The three dimensional visualisation philosophy at
Sun Infrastructure is based on principles that promote sustanability by using three dimensional design analysis solutions.

“We do not inherit the earth
from our

ancestors

we borrow

it
from our children”

Public Realm
The opportunity to achieve significant improvements in the environment of the City and its quality of public realm is vital for successfully
creating environments that people want to live and work in. Sun Infrastructure strives to enable the cohesion of excellent public realm and we
have continued to go from strength to strength. We are continuing to raise the bar through involving not just the client's design process but for
the people it is meant for.

“A

city is not an

accident but the result of

coherent visions
and

aims”
- Leon Krier

Urban Lifestyle
Expressed as diversity, complexity, mixed use, civic meaning and social exchange, we understand the critical value that good design and
programming play in creating a true sense of place. We understand how creative design solutions support the infusion of vitality to our urban
realm.
At Sun Infrastructure we embrace the challenge of creating settings for urban lifestyles that are global, yet rooted in the very culture and
heritage of each specific place, allowing these layered resources to dictate the design path.It is our goal to visualise new urban settings that
add civic and social meaning to our cities, create value for the project itself and its context, and are functionally integrated to the larger fabric of
our communities.

“Art is the

reflection

from our

Personality

”

Artscape
A city could never be an empty entity, or a mere geographic location, restrained by physicalboundaries. It is filled with life, with character, with
icons and symbols, with habits and ways ofliving, with landmarks, landscapes and a very particular horizon. It could not be summed up in a
few buildings. It is alive, it breathes and grows every day. At Sun Infrastructure we visualize the orality of the cityand design Infrastructure Art
that can reflect that can define the visual identityas a global cityfor everyone.

“It is not the

surives,
most adaptable

It is the one
that is the

strongest of the
species that

to change”
- Charles Darwin

Public Transport
The public transportation industry is facing significant problems throughout the world. Its mode share is decreasing and costs are increasing.
Public transport must become more productive and attractive especially if it is to meet society's expectations for helping address
environmental problems and social needs. Sun Infrastructure adopts a systematic approach for communicating public transport design
solutions, efficiency and improvement strategies to practicing professionals and the end users.

“A

shared

journey
lights the way”

Rail
Where the world is innovating to make rail faster, cheaper and more reliable, comfortable and sustainable, by incorporating the best new
technology with sustainable infrastructure design. Sun Infrastructure extends the helping hand by providing unique three dimensional design
analysis tools solutions.

“Let’s go

invent tomorrow
rather than

worrying about what
happened yesterday”
- Steve Jobs

Intelligent Transport Systems
The safety and mobility of users across all modes of transport and the ability of agencies to effectively manage, operate and meet
environmental goals are some of the growing challenges in today's world. Well designed and deployed Intelligent Transport Systems
enhances the safety, efficiency and environmental performance of our transport network. Using three dimensional tools and technology
Sun Infrastructure recognises the needs and aspirations of government, industry, transport operators, land transport users and the wider
community to build confidence in implementing priority ITS solutions.

"Let’s bridge the

gap

between

now then ”
and

Bridges & Flyovers
Bridges may be required to exhibit landmark qualities and are designed with unique, characteristic shapes. For this reason they may become
points of attraction for the citizens and visitors to the city or may serve as a medium to reduce distances between communities.
Sun Infrastructure masters the art of inculcating this design theory by producing three dimensional virtual reality solutions that represent the
vision for its future.

“Our

experience”

Sun Infrastructure has been working in the Middle East and rest of the world for more than 10 years. Our portfolio of ongoing projects in
the Middle East includes major expressways, urban roads, bridges, rail & bus transit, artscape/landscape features, airports, ports,
utilities, power plants and infrastructure for major private and government developments.

